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Abstract 
Due to the exponential growth of documents on internet, users want all the relevant data at one place without any 
hassle. This led to the growth of Automatic Text Summarization.  For this purpose a number of methods have been 
proposed by researchers but no method is able to work on all domains of text documents. Some methods which 
work for News domain may fail in Medical domain to give efficient results.  In this paper we proposed a domain 
independent framework for Automatic Text Summarization. The Process first categorises the source text and then it 
applies the respective category’s optimal set of rules or weights or method. The major advantage of framework is 
that it can be applicable for both extractive and abstractive text summarization.  
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1. Introduction 
With the increasing amount of textual information over the internet it becomes difficult for the users to find the 
desired information quickly. They have to look up whole the document to get a glimpse of actual theme. Automatic 
text summarization solves the problem by generating summaries that could be utilized as a condensed replica of a 
document or a set of documents. Therefore Automatic Text Summarization can be defined as the process of 
condensing the source text document or set of text documents while retaining main information contents using a 
automatic machine. Automatic text summarization could be classified mainly as extractive automatic text summation 
and abstractive automatic text summarization.  The generic process of automatic text summarization is shown figure 
1. Generic Summarization condenses overall information content available in source text. In Extractive automatic 
text summarization a subset of sentences from the original input set of sentences is selected as summary. In 
abstractive automatic text summarization important topics in the textual unit are identified and new sentences are 
formed. Various Taxonomies are given from different aspects for text summarization by researchers. Spark Jones 
1998 [1] Hovy & Lin 1998 [2] and Mani & Maybury 1999 [3] distinguished text summarization process from input, 
purpose and output factors.  Research in the area of text summarization started from 1950's and till now no system is 
available that can generate summaries as like professionals or humans (Gold Summary).   
 
 
Fig. 1. Generic Automatic Text Summarization Process 
 
Other then generic summarization, update summaries, query focused summaries, sentimental summaries etc. can 
also be extracted for the text, but it depends on the purpose for which summarization needs to be performed. 
Statistical methods for extractive text summarization do not use much domain knowledge but instead they work on 
the available information content on the source document. There are efforts made in abstractive automatic text 
summarization as well, but due the requirement of large domain knowledge and that too for specific domains is not 
preferred. Another reason is that information fusion that is the most difficult part of abstractive text summarization. 
Multi document summarization where for many documents a single summary needs to be generated is also important 
now a day due to different sources of the same topic of information. There is not any method available that could 
cater to all kind of domains. Particular method that works on News data may not work on Medical data efficiently. 
Rest of the paper is organized as in section 2 we discuss related work in the area of automatic text summarization. In 
section 3 we discuss proposed domain independent framework for automatic text summarization method. In section 
4 we conclude the paper.  
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2. Related Work 
In this section we will review work done so far in the area of automatic text summarization.  Research work 
started in this area started in 1950s but still we are lacking with efficient methods that can generate summaries like 
humans or professionals. Now a days with large volume of text content available online, much more efforts are 
required to perform text summarization. At the start Luhn [4] in 1958 proposed the method that utilized term 
frequency to score the sentences. Top scoring sentences were selected as the summary sentences.  Later Baxendale 
[5] in 1969 proposed sentence location as a scoring criterion along with term frequency to score the sentences.  
Edmundsun [6] in 1969 proposed two more features for sentence scoring. Title similarity and Cue word feature also 
included for sentence scoring along with earlier two features. He proposed combinations of all four and analyzed the 
results for different combinations. Rush et al [7] in 1971 used sentence rejection methodology using different set of 
rules. Later it was used in 1975 for generation of chemical abstracts [15]. Later in 1997 Hovy and Lin [8] 
experimented that position method cannot produce efficient summaries for all domains. In 2001 MEAD [9] was 
developed that used features such as TF/IDF, Sentence Location, Cue Words and Longest Common Subsequences 
for sentence scoring. Nobata et al [14] in 2001 used sentence location, sentence length, TF/IDF values of words, 
headline similarity and query to score significant sentences. They compared their method with TF-based and Lead-
based methods. Varma et al [12] in 2005 used additional features such as length of words, parts of speech tag, 
familiarity of the word, named entity tag, occurrence as heading or subheading and font style to score the sentences. 
Fattah and Ren [11] in 2009 proposed trainable models genetic algorithm, mathematical regression, feed forward 
neural networks, probabilistic neural network and Gaussian mixture model for text summarization using different 
features. Prasad & Kulakarni [16] in 2010 used word similarity among paragraph, word similarity among sentence, 
iterative query score, format based score, numerical data, cue words, term frequency, thematic feature and tile 
similarity as features to score the sentences. The applied some evolutionary approaches as well for summary 
production. Abuobieda et al [10] in 2012 used title feature, sentence length, sentence position, numerical data and 
thematic words as features for scoring sentences. They used genetic algorithms to final design of the feature space. 
Rafael et al [17] in 2012 deeply analyzed all the sentence scoring features using ROUGUE [29] evaluation matrices. 
Mendoza et al [13] in 2014 used sentence position, title similarity, sentence length, cohesion and coverage as the 
features of the objective function. They used optimization techniques along with evolutionary algorithms for final 
summary generation. All above researchers scored sentences on the basis of some features. Most of the researchers 
gave equal weight to the all features included for sentence scoring. Rafael et al [18] in 2014 tried the combinations 
of different word, sentence and graph level algorithms for sentence scoring. In 2014 Meena and Gopalani [19] 
reviewed 22 features from available sources and analyzed the results on different combinations of features.  For 
Abstractive summarization Barzilay and McKeown [21] in 1999 proposed a Tree based technique that is using 
Dependency based representation model DSYNT tree. They used theme intersection algorithm for content selection. 
For summary generation they used FUF/SURGE language Generator. Harabagiu and Lacatusu [23] in 2002 used 
Template based method. They represented text into Template/Frame having slots and fillers. They selected contents 
using Extraction rules /patterns and Information Extraction based Algorithm for summary generation. Lee and Jian 
[24] in 2005 used Ontology based method and represented the text using Fuzzy ontology. For content selection they 
used Classifier and for summary generation they used News agent. Barzilay and McKeown [22] in 2005 used Tree 
based method that utilized dependency tree for text representation. They used local alignment across pair of parsed 
sentences for content selection and Algorithm for reusing and altering phrases from input sentences. Tanaka and 
Kinoshita [25] in 2009 Lead and Body phrase method and represented text using Lead, body and supplement 
structure. They used revision candidates for content selection and insertion and substitution operations on phrases 
for summary generation. Greenbacker [27] in 2011 used Semantic model method for summarization process. They 
used information density (ID) metric for content selection and synchronous tree for summary generation.  Genest 
and Lapalme [20] in 2011 used INIT (information Item) based method for representation. They ranked generated 
sentences based on document frequency and used Simple NLG for summary generation. Genest and Lapalme [26] in 
2012 used rule based method that represented text using categories and aspects. Extraction rules were used for 
content selection and generation patterns for summary generation.  Moawad and Aref [28] in 2012 used semantic 
graph based method and represented text using rich semantic graph. They used weights of concepts for content 
selection and reduced semantic graph and domain ontology for summary generation. 
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3.  Proposed Domain Independent Framework 
In our proposed approach we provide a framework to overcome domain dependency of text summarization. This 
framework utilized the advantage of text categorization to solve the problem of domain dependency. As shown in 
the figure 1 the process starts with training of our system to categorize the document correctly. Document Corpus is 
used for this purpose. In this framework text classification process is applied first, and then according to the specific 




Fig. 2 Framework for Domain Independent Automatic Text Summarization 
 
 
 Step-1: A Corpus of documents is used for training purpose.  
 Step-2: All documents in Corpus are preprocessed using sentence segmentation, stop word removal, 
stemming etc. 
 Step-3: Features required for classification purpose are extracted like keywords, TF/IDF etc. 
 Step-4: A Machine Learning Algorithm is used in this step. A label is used to in learning procedure from 
already classified documents. There are a number of classification algorithms available like Decision Tree, 
Naïve Bays, and K- Nearest Neighbor etc. Here after training a model classifier is build. 
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 Step-5: Once training is over, a document for which summary needs to be generated will be given as input 
text document. This document is preprocessed and its features similar to step-3 are extracted. 
 Step-6: Document is classified to a label using the modal classifier build in step-4. 
 Step-7: As per the label of document respective process/model of summarization is selected. 
 Step-8: Respective summarization process is applied with its processing like feature extraction, sentence 
ranking, sentence selection etc. 
 Step-9: Finally summary is generated. 
 
This framework relies on base of text categorization. Various sample categories of text are given in Table 1 as 
reference. A document is basically classified in one of these categories. After classification respective labels rules 
are applied on text document. While considering a specific methods for a particular label, optimal are applied. In 
this we can use both abstractive and extractive methods as we are using specific method in relation with its category. 
In preprocessing step sentences are segmented using appropriate methods. In general ‘.’ And ‘?’ symbols are used as 
sentence end marker. Stopwords are removed as they do not convey much more information related to the actual 
topics of the text summarization. Stemming is performed using any standard method like Porter’s Stemming 
Algorithms. The summarization procedure is similar to as given in figure 1.  
Table 1: Sample Text Categories 
S.No. Main Cetogory  Sub-Categories 
1 Agriculture  Animal Feed, Spices, Poulltry Farming, Forestry 
2 Astronomy Moons, Planet, Stars, Nebulae, Gaaxies 
3 Business Electronic Commerce, Industrial Automation Business, Social Business, Marketing, Healthcare 
4 Computer Hardware, Software, CIS, Mutimedia 
5 Economics Markets, Supply & Demand, Industrial Organization, International Trade, Product & Efficiancy 
6 Environmment Ecology, Physics, Chemistry, Soil Science, Geography 
7 Bilogy Cell Theory, Evolution, Genetics 
8 Chemistry Atom, Element, Compund, Ions & Salts, Acidity 
9 Sport Swimming, Water Polo, Tennis, Baseball, Football, Cricket 
10 Tourisom Healthy Tourism, Cultural Tourisom, Nature Toursom, Accomodation 
11 News Crime, Accident, Update, Event 
12 Movies Action, Romance, Hstoric, Animation 
13 Legal Crime, Revenue 
 
For Example if the document is classified as News, following procedure can be used to get the optimized 
performance as this method works well specifically on news documents.  This approach specifically optimized for 
news data, consists of three steps. In preprocessing step the data is preprocessed using the method that we have 
already discussed in this paper. In preprocessing we discarded the sentences whose length was less than 4 words or 
greater than 40 words. Sentence filtering has been applied in three levels. One feature is used to filter some 
sentences at each level. Filtering features are TF-ISF first then Named Entities then Proper Nouns. At last the first 
and last sentence along with sentences retrieved by filtering process can be considered as generated summary. 
4. Conclusion & Future Work 
This paper suggests that a single method cannot work efficiently on all kind of domains. Therefore the proposed 
framework can solve this problem by categorizing the input document. The framework proposed is not dependent on 
any specific domain but it uses knowledge available in corpus to select the appropriate method for summarization. 
Our framework requires sufficient information about the categories of input set of documents. Specific methods 
either extractive or abstractive, which work well individually, will definitely work well once correct category will be 
identified. Our framework depends on the accuracy of classifier method used. Proposed framework may be extended 
with subcategories of documents. In future this framework will be implemented and tested on standard datasets such 
as DUC, TAC etc.  
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